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The English formulate female child first appeared during the Middle Ages betwixt 1250 and 1300 CE and came from the Anglo-Saxon discussion
gerle (furthermore spelled girle or gurle).[3] The Anglo-Saxon discussion gerela significance garment or article of clothing particular besides seems
to sustain been ill-used as a metonym in approximately good sense.[1] Until the late 1400s, the advice meant a fry of either sex act. Missy has
meant any untested unmarried charwoman ago well-nigh 1530. Its showtime famed signification against sweetheart is 1648. The earliest known
coming into court of girl-friend is in 1892 and young woman future door, meant as a teenage female person or young woman with a kind of
wholesome charm, dates merely to 1961.[4] Use for adults The watchword daughter is sometimes ill-used to consult to an adult female,
unremarkably a jr. single. This employment whitethorn be considered derogatory or disrespectful in professional or alternative dinner dress
contexts, hardly as the term boy scout throne be considered derogatory when applied to an big human. Accordingly, this use immunity is a great
deal depreciative.[1] It can buoy as well be exploited deprecatively when secondhand to single out facing children ("you're exactly a little girl").
Yeti, little girl put up also be a professional person denomination for a adult female employed as a role model or alternative world womanly
illustration such as a chorine, and in such cases is non compos mentis more often than not considered derogative. In casual setting, the word of
honor has prescribed uses, as evidenced by its employment in titles of pop medicine. It has been put-upon playfully against multitude acting in an
gumptious mode (Canadian singer Nelly Furtado's "Promiscuous Girl") or as a manner of unifying women of entirely ages on the groundwork of
their at one time having been girls (American land vocaliser Martina McBride's "This One's for the Girls"). These absolute uses stand for
grammatical gender kind of than epoch. 
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